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Wall of Breakthrough 
 

Christine Casten 
Executive Director of TWC 

Ever face planted on a wall?  Ouch! You know. The moment when all the 
momentum behind you creates a force that slams you up against an immovable 
area in your life?  
 
Most of us have had those moments when we face something that seems like a 
solid wall.  At the moment, it looks like the walls of Jericho must have looked 
to the Israelites; thick and not going anywhere anytime soon.  But God had a 
different plan.  To Him, the walls of Jericho just gave Him a chance to enjoy a 
good walk with His people, get them to actually be quiet for a minute, and then 
shout out in victory.  Those walls came a tumbling down!  
 
What if...the immovable object, or wall, you face is actually your next area of 
breakthrough? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
   
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
  
  
 

Continued... 

"There is a breakthrough that has been assigned to you. There is an outcome 
assigned already. There is a victory assigned to you. Brilliant thinking means 
going to worship the Lord until you get a revelation of what that is, and 
THEN you are going to move!" 
 

Graham Cooke 
From: The Art of Thinking Brilliantly 



 
 

In our journey, we will hit internal walls.  Each one will seem like a strong, 
towering presence.  A dead stop.  The wall is often a current mindset, 
perception, way of thinking, etc. that creates a barrier holding us back.  But, 
in The Warrior Class, we are all about transformation and breakthrough! 

 
What are a few ways to get to the other side of that internal barrier?  

You can go over it, under it, around it, or through it. 
 
 
Over the wall... This is what happens when your way of thinking shifts so you see things 
from a higher perspective.  Suddenly, that wall is not so tall as your new thoughts lift 
you up and over to the other side. 
 
Under the wall... Digging deeper and taking the permission granted to explore the depths 
of your heart.  This is where you embrace the opportunity to step into the healing, in 
fact, weakening the foundations of that wall enough so that it falls.  
 
Around the wall... Who loves to tap into the creative process God placed in our hearts?  
The best approach might just be a different approach. Sometimes, we can go around the 
wall by upgrading our worship, prayer or connection with God.  
 
Through the wall... Shifting into a new place in the spiritual landscape of your life by 
what you choose to embrace.  This choice can open up acceleration and upgrades that 
go beyond ways of thinking into a way of living, influencing others around you.  You can 
burst through it by the perseverance that comes through allowing your mind to be 
transformed by the Mind of Christ.    
 
One thing is certain: The wall is not actually something that keeps you from moving, it 
is something that elevates your life as a warrior.  It is not a wall of limitation.  It is a 
wall of breakthrough.   
 
The question is not if, but how you will get to the other side.  
 
 
- Christine 
 

With You I can attack a barrier, and with my God I can leap over a wall.  

Psalm 18:29 



Warrior Class Training 
Advanced Training Modules 

 

New Member Calls:  
 

Warrior Team Calls: 
 

  

 

TWC Training Calls in October 

Champion Team Calls: 
 

 
 
October 24th, 2017 with Juna Light Stayner 
PST Time – 6:00 pm 
Title of Call – Joyful Intentionality 
New Members in Months 3 - 4 
  
October 28th, 2017 with Meg Mittelstedt 
PST Time – 3:00 pm  
Title of Call – Living on a Higher Place  
New Members in Months 2 - 4 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

October 26th, 2017 with Angie Taylor 
PST Time – 10:00 am  
Title of Call – The Belt of Truth:   
Key Territory - New Man and Present/Future  
  
    
October 28th, 2017 with Susan Morningstar 
PST Time – 8:00 am  
Title of Call – Story and Journey Passion Call:   
Creative Arts (Call 3) 
 

 

 

  

 
 

 

Check your Training Focus for Dates 

After completion of Level 1 and 2 training, a variety of options open for 
you. These options are called Advanced Training Modules (ATM). These 
modules vary in focus and scope and include modified versions of the old 
Levels 3 and 4. And guess what? We continue to create more training 
resources all the time. Here is a peak at one of the ATMs!  

 
 
 This month we are highlighting: 

Manifesting Your Spirit 
 

 
Outcomes 
At the end of this Advanced Training Module, these are the outcomes we desire to see: 
 

• From your intimacy, powerfully manifesting His true nature your world. 
• Increase in awareness and connection with Christ in you.  
• Seeing all of life in the context of relationship with God & others, not merely in terms of 

function and service. 
• Greater consistency and resiliency no matter what is occurring.   
• Greater clarity in hearing His voice. 
• Activating and responding with your will, rather than reacting immediately through emotions 
• Actively giving voice to the responses of your inner man in worship 
 and proclamation.  
• Thanksgiving, rejoicing and worship are how you think and live,  
 not an occasional event 
  
Materials Needed –  
  
•    Manifesting Your Spirit, book or eBook by Graham Cooke.  
•    The Way of the Warrior – Live Recordings, CD or MP3. (not the studio version for your 
training, but you may enjoy listening to it). 
•    Secrets of a Warrior, CD or MP3 - Allison Bown. 

 



Karleigh Wood 
Director of Intel 

 
Key Territories are found on the website. 

Resources/Training Journals 15 & 16 

 

NEW TESTAMENT PROPHECY 

This month our community will focus on the Key Territory New Testament Prophecy.  
  
As ambassadors of Christ (ones who represent God’s heart and nature to people), it is a 
privilege and responsibility we are entrusted with.  Bringing truth in the form of edification, 
encouragement and comfort into people’s experience laden with grace.  It is an opportunity 
to make God as radiant and amazing as He really is!   
  

 
• As a vessel constantly in development and learning more and more about His nature,  
    How does this impact the way you prophesy?   
 
• What ways have you upgraded in your delivery? 

 
• What upgrade is on offer now to further align your lifestyle in representing Him in word and 

deed? 
  
• For more insight into New Testament Prophecy, Graham’s book ‘Approaching the Heart of 

Prophecy’ is a great resource.   
 

• Enjoy partnering with Holy Spirit in this territory and praying the Warrior Declarations! 
  
 
 Testimony: 
 
“God is bringing people to me in a steady stream as I expand my territory and I am building 
them up and encouraging them according to His purposes based on what I have learned in 
TWC. It's a brilliant feeling to see God's seeds of hope and high expectations sown into 
people's hearts. It's fun too. I have a strong sense of doing what I am meant to do.”  
 
- Neil Hardisty 
  

  



Warrior Declarations for  

NEW TESTAMENT PROPHECY 
 

Father - we rejoice that in You we live and move and have our being. Thank You that You 
chose us before we chose You and appointed us to a life that we are discovering in our 
relationship together. It is a delight to discover, explore and grow up into the image of 
Christ that You already see. 

 
We declare and release into this territory: 
 
 Thank You Jesus that You are the Spirit of Grace and Truth—and the model for all New 

Testament prophecy. 
 

 We rejoice Holy Spirit that You partner with us to release Your confirming words of 
edification, exhortation and comfort with passion and power. 
 

 Thank You Father that Your declarations of compassion, hope and joy powerfully 
restore broken lives and ruined cities. 
 

 We partner together with God to see miracles of provision and acceleration through 
prophetic words of life, wisdom and restoration. 

 
We release and declare into this territory: 
 
 A spirit of wisdom and revelation in the New Testament prophetic as You imagine it to 

be. 
 

 The rescue of prophecy from the purely spontaneous. 
 

 The cultivation of a mature, prophetic people passionate for prophecy that is refined, 
focused and crafted —so that people can see something more powerful in God’s heart 
for them. 

 
We lock up: 
Old Testament prophetic lenses clouded with judgment and with the keys of Grace and 
Truth, release laser sharp New Testament lenses for words of hope, wisdom and life. 
The spirit of prophetic passivity—and with the keys of process, release the riches of Joyful 
Intentionality in developing future words today. 
 
Instead of prophetic words of judgment, we release words of mercy, grace and truth. 
Instead of looking for shortcuts, we call up people passionate to engage in relational, 
prophetic development with God and others.  
Instead of prophetic stagnation, we release prophetic momentum for Kingdom identity and 
destiny. 



 

Juna Light-Stayner 
New Member Coach 

New Member Training Calls 
Adventure Days With God 

If one of the reasons you found yourself applying for TWC was to be a part of a like-minded 
community of people where adventure and discovery is an everyday event, and where people are 
empowered and equipped to live a brilliant life with God, then you will find training calls to be an 

integral part of your community life. 

 

GoToMeeting calls provide a platform where we gather around the proverbial campfire to share 
the excitement of learning and our revelations, where we are able to share our journey and 
bounce off the new discoveries of members even though they are new to the community.  Each 
time I host a call I learn something new about myself by listening to these TWC members who 
are learning to stretch their wings in preparation to take flight from a well known place of 
comfort.  I recognize myself in what they share and I am excited for where I know they are 
going. 

 

Training Calls are a primary stop where we gather supplies for the first leg of our journey –  

New Members are preparing to join more experienced climbers.   

 

One of the supply stores is Joyful Intentionality.  You may shop here as many times as you like 
and it isn’t strictly for new members.  You may find yourself going back to it many different 
times on your climb. On the call for Joyful Intentionality in August Kathryn “Kem” Stickl was in 
her third month as a new member.   Her excitement over the journey so far poured out as she 
shared that it was difficult to choose just one mindset that she was drawn to.  She felt she was 
recognizing areas of upgrades in so many different ones.  But she knew that the question “Who 
do I want to become”? struck her. “I want to be a warrior fully intentional, who God wants to 
come into alignment with.”  Just one month later she joined the JI call again (yes you are more 
than welcome to join in as many calls as you want).  She was definitely embracing the mindset 
of Miners and Treasure Hunters and enjoying how “revelation was being unraveled and rebuilt.”  
And her goal was to experience an Adventure Day with God. 

 

Here is wishing you all Adventure Days with God! 

 

Our next community gathering around Joyful Intentionality will be October 24.  Watch your 
emails and Facebook for more information.  Until then with each step, be intentional.  Love and 
Blessings to you all!!! 

 

- Juna 



Steve Mateer 
Warrior Team Coach 

“Warrior Team is a group of warriors, pioneers and explorers who continue to strengthen their training and 
community through a focused, self-paced training. We climb to new altitudes, acclimate and passionately pursue 
our growth through all training levels and modules. We are team coached and given opportunities for training and 

idea exchanges through conversational calls, specialty training, and an increasing variety of media.” 
  

 

 

CRAFTED PROPHETIC PRAYER 
 
 

 
 
 
  
 
 
 

In mid-September, I hosted the Level 2 Module 2 call on Crafted Prophetic Words.  It has been a 
pleasure hosting this call as well as the one I had in July on Level 2 Module 1, The Heart of 
Prophecy.  We have had a cross section of people on these calls from those wanting to hear more 
about what they will be diving into to others currently in module 2 to those that had completed the 
module.  What fun to hear war stories of what people had learned or were learning. 
  
Crafted prophetic words are pivotal to our understanding and practice in the prophetic.  The module 
asks all of us to go deeper in our gifting.  It has been so easy to say the prophetic is ‘spur of the 
moment’ only.  You listen to God and speak what you hear.  Crafting a prophetic word asks us to 
spend more time and really consider what God wants to say.  I Corinthians 14:3 says, “But the one 
who prophesies speaks to people for their strengthening, encouraging and comfort.”  In the module, 
we each get an opportunity to consider people in our lives that need words of strengthening, 
encouragement or comfort, to pray for them while considering specific questions, write out a word 
and give it to the person.   
 
 
“The world always tells you what you’re not and what you’re behind in.  The kingdom always tells you 
who you are and what is right in front of you, what you can become, what’s available and what God is 

providing.”  - Making a Prophetic Impact, Graham Cooke 
 
 
What a privilege to tell this to the people around us through crafted prophetic words. 
  
The interactions on this call were powerful.  We considered questions around what if you are not a 
strong writer?  What is the power of the written word and is it different than the spoken word?  What 
is prophetic and what is the difference between old testament and new testament prophecy.    I loved 
Vickie’s comments when she said writing is healing.  So true, whether we struggle with writing or it 
comes natural to us.  Writing is healing to the writer and to the receiver of the words. 
  

My question for you is, “How are you stretching yourself in the prophetic?”  “What are you doing to 
further the gifting God has given you?”   

 
As Graham says, “You don’t drift to the top of the mountain, you have a passion, a plan, a purpose 
and you train for it.”  Level 2, Module 2 on Crafted Prophetic Words is purposeful training on 
growing in the prophetic. 
 
- Steve 
  



 

Anna Cross 
Champions Team Coach 

“Champions Team is a company of warriors who have decided to run harder, go faster, climb higher and endure 
longer through a group mentoring process. Momentum is key in everything we do!  Available through application 

after completion of Level 1, we build community through team and training calls, Facebook conversations and 
pouring back into the TWC community in various ways. We are discovering many upgrades to add to our walk.  

 

 Approaching Champion Mountain and Intel Ascension 

GRIT – A fixed mental strength and diligence of spirit to press on in prolonged adverse conditions no 
matter the cost, maintaining core purpose and moral qualities.  
Synonyms: brave, strength of will, fortitude, determination, perseverance, endurance. 
 
THIS IS MY CHAMPIONS TEAM!!! The topic for our most recent call was our Champions Team Trainings – 
Approaching Champion Mountain and Intel Ascension. These trainings have both been VERY EFFECTIVE at 
helping all of us see things differently and from a higher level! And since we are all being accelerated in our 
growth, our ‘opportunities’ to practice what we’re learning have been happening before and during our 
training. A few examples: 

 
“Train by having a Hurricane Party” – who does this?! A Champion who KNOWS their Papa God 
intimately, as a beloved child, and KNOWS that HE will be in the outcome! 
 
“Train During Illness/Injury” – who does this?! A Champion who KNOWS that Papa uses all things for 
good, NEVER leaves or forsakes us, and is not surprised by anything! 
 
“Train While Choosing” – who does this?! A Champion who KNOWS that Expectancy is something that 
happens wherever Papa is, not just in Anaheim! 
 
“Train by Starting at the End” – who does this?! A Champion who KNOWS the limitless love and sovereignty 
of our Papa and how much fun it is to do things with Holy Spirit in a different way than we’ve ever done it 
before! 
 
“Train While Loving Others Around the World” – who does this?! A Champion who KNOWS that ALL things 
are possible because our Papa is in all things, in all places at all times, loving others through us! 
 
“Train While Answering the Call” – who does this?! A Champion who KNOWS that what we do in TWC is 
meant to train us to bring Heaven to Earth wherever He calls us! 
 
“Train While Dreaming and Realizing our Dreams” – who does this?! A Champion who KNOWS that the 
dreams in our hearts are put there by our Papa who has the means to bring every dream into reality! 

 
My list could go on and on. This Team has example after example of upgrades we have experienced in the 
short time we have been doing this training. The result has been resting in uncertainty, flipping negatives, 
loving the pre-Christian instead of judging, moving forward in uncertain circumstances because we KNOW 
the author of those circumstances, taking risks and enjoying the journey NOT out of performance, but out 
of love and expectancy. WE LOVE THIS FIGHT! And we call each other up, speak prophetically into each 
other’s lives and LOVE the learning! Looking forward to our Ebb and Focus 3. 
 
- Ana 



Website Feature of the Month 

Over the years, TWC has developed it’s own culture and language.  There are many times 
things Graham has written/said become our words.  Other TWC lingo has come through 
our times together on calls, through training, or in our Training Days.  For both new and 
veteran members, it might be good to know about our Quick Guide to TWC Teams located 
under the Acceleration tab on the twclass.org website.  Below are some terms you may 
not have heard...or may not know the meaning behind them.  All these terms give us an 
opportunity to connect in a way that creates connection and momentum while supporting 
who we are and who we are becoming as The Warrior Class. 
 
Love the Learning: All circumstances hold potential for learning, so love them all. Failures 
provide some of the best learning experiences and our development from them cancels 
any negatives in the experience. It is embracing life as a journey or a process, where 
learning occurs all along the way, not just at the outcome. 
 
Resource: Enjoying the Journey 
 
Prophetically Inspired Relationships: Relationships based on who we are and are 
becoming. We speak to each other from how God sees us, not what may currently be true 
in our actions or mindsets. We call each other up into our identity, not out on our 
behavior. We ask brilliant questions of our friends about their process that facilitate 
dialogue and relationship with God, rather than give answers, lectures or opinions on what 
they should or should not be doing. 
 
Resource: Pastoring People Prophetically & Brilliant Mentorships 
 
Reframing (or Remodeling): Looking at your negative thought from God’s opposite 
perspective. Exchanging earth-bound thinking for God’s higher ways. In Graham’s classic 
quote: “If all your thinking has brought you to this place, have another thought.” 
 
Resource: The Art of Thinking Brilliantly – Reframing11 

Quick Guide to TWC Terms 
 



TWC TRAINING DAY SCHEDULE 
Schedule is subject to change 

 
DATE/TIME 

 
 

Directors & Leadership Dinner 
Wednesday, October 11, 2017  

Time:  6 pm - 9 pm 
* Meet in hotel lobby 

  
Leadership Training - Garden Room 1 

Thursday, October 12, 2017 
Registration opens at 8 am 

Training:  8:30 am - 11:30 am 
  

TWC Training Day 1 – Garden Rooms 2 and 3  
Thursday, October 12, 2017 

Registration opens at: 12:30 pm 
Training: 1:30 pm - 5:30 pm 

Worship with Bob Book - 7:00 pm - 9:00 pm (doors open at 6:30 pm) 
(Open to Guests) 

  
TWC Training Day 2 – Pacific Room  

Friday, October 13, 2017 
Registration opens at 8 am 

Training: 8:30 - 4 pm (with breaks and lunch in- between). 
(TWC Members Only) 

 
 

 
 

 

CONFERENCE LIVESTREAMING 
Livestreaming is available. Please visit 

www.brilliantperspectives.com 



TWC Crafted Prayer  
Expectation Conference 2017 

Father, Jesus and Holy Spirit, 
 
We love You and thank You for who You plan to be amongst us at this gathering. 
  
It is our joy to partner with Your earnest expectation for these days. 
Our hope rises in who You desire to be with us and for us. 
  
We come with thanksgiving and expectation to see: 
  

   Situational trust exchanged for Your gift of unwavering faith. 
   Promises long forgotten, restored to three dimensional reality. 
   New perceptions and mindsets of expectation that create a new language of hope. 
   Childlike trust partnering with mature faith. 
   Confidence that sees Your intended outcomes and passionately runs to meet them. 

 
o  We suspend logic and release Your spirit of wisdom and creative imagination. 
o  We lock up fear and unlock an encounter with Perfect Love that expects Your goodness. 
o  We bind despair and call up the Holy Spirit as hope and comfort in each believer. 
  
We will expect Your best. 
We will prepare for Your best. 
Expand our capacity for Your goodness, grace and glory  
 - that we may encounter all that is in Your heart to manifest. 
  
We are still, in peace and joy, eagerly waiting, praying with earnest expectation for the fullness  
of hope restored, and the revelation of the children of God on earth, as we are known in heaven. 
  
May the God of hope fill you with all joy and peace in believing,  
so that by the power of the Holy Spirit, you may abound in hope. 
Romans 15:13.  
  
 For the earnest expectation of the creation eagerly waits  
for the revealing of the sons of God. 
Romans 8:19 
 



We held intercession calls for our TWC Training Days, our time together in Anaheim and for 
the EXPECTATION! conference. Through our prayer time, we released words that hit the 
target and that the JOY of the Lord would be our STRENGTH!  

 

Lord, thank You for this time of connection and development.  Through Your leading, we embrace 
the Warrior Advantage our training brings.  As we train to the highest level we know You: 
 
  
    Empower our Identity as Warriors. 

 
    Build our Warrior Class Community through shared language and culture. 

 
    Develop us as Warrior Ambassadors supporting Graham and Brilliant. 

 
    Unify us toward our call and purpose. 

 
    Create resolve and resilience to break through barriers. 

 
    Transform our mindsets and perspectives so Your established truths become 
       actions; living out Your vision for this next season. 
 
We join together with the desire to rise into the Kingdom Community You created, to strengthen in 
joyful intercession, and to partake of the invitation to a warrior lifestyle of transformation and 
impact. 
 
 
 
 
 

TWC Crafted Prayer  
TWC Training Days 

Worship with Bob Book 

Graham & Allison will be sharing this year! 



MEMBER SPOTLIGHT: 
 

Pam Leiter 
Warrior Team Member 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

About Me 
It is such a joy to be with you all on this journey! I am so grateful for all of you! 
  
I am a third generation Christian, and my family loves to spend time in nature, so I have a deep 
heritage of both Bible knowledge and experiences in the outdoors. However, the former meant 
that I have had a lot of ‘religion’ to unlearn. 
  
In 1995, my family encountered renewal and Graham’s teachings for the first time. These set 
me and my family (I’m so blessed!) on the adventure of discovering our true identity and 
freedom in Christ. In 2008, a spiritual ‘winter’ season began in my life that ended up lasting 
about 7 years. However, “deep roots are not reached by the frost” – inside me there was the 
tiniest promise that when this season was over things would be better than ever.  
  
This came true more than I could have imagined, and Warrior Class is a big part of that.  In 
nature, some seeds need a cold period before they will germinate; I wonder if this might be true 
of some spiritual seeds. Among the gifts born out of that season are a relentless tenacity, and a 
confidence in His ability to surprise me with wonderful things, both of which are being refined 
by TWC. I can remember His astounding goodness to me in the past and know that my future 
holds as much or more. 
  
My career is in outdoor education, where I connect people to themselves, to the Creator, and to 
others. I also enjoy gardening, art, all things outdoors, good times with friends, and travelling.  
  
My passions are: the true nature of God, freedom from religious mindsets, mentoring and 
community-building, and restoration of the earth.  
 

Becoming the Beloved 
This has been a vital part of my spiritual walk the last few years, with circumstances coming 
along that seemed specifically designed to practice this identity on. For instance, God has been 
teaching me a new understanding of obedience.  He might say to me, “Would you like to do 
such-and-such together?” And I can say either “Yes” or “I’m not ready” – and there’s no 
judgment either way. Relationship with God is a two-way street; He gives Himself freely and 
fully, with no to-do list attached. This is deeply freeing, because I am learning that God has the 
best ideas ever of stuff to do together.  
 
 
 
Continued... 

 
 
 
  
 



What part of God's nature are you discovering? 
I am currently exploring deeper aspects of God’s Fatherhood. He is teaching me greater 
confidence in His love for me and His eagerness to bring me blessings as I grow in favor with 
Him and my community. I can trust Him to move me through tough circumstances, step by step, 
even though I don’t know how it will be worked out. I can relax any painful places inside as I rest 
and trust in Him. And while waiting to see how things will turn out, I am to practice receiving His 
love and enjoying His company – as a result, my internal atmosphere and ways of seeing life are 
upgrading. Every morning I ask, “Papa, what new thing do you want to give me today?” 
  

In what ways are your thoughts and language being upgraded in TWC? 
When a difficult circumstance comes along I can more quickly shift into being excited about what 
God will give me through it. I can see it as a way to take territory – whether internal and 
relational with God, or external relational territory between me and others. The circumstance 
may be hard, but the gifts I receive from Him in the midst of it are mine forever. If it lasts longer 
than I want, I just look forward to how awesome Jesus will be. 

  
  
 
 
 
 
 
 

Identity Statements 
  
I AM AND AM BECOMING... 
  
I am His Beloved, radiant in His Goodness, who brings light to everyone around me. 
 
I am an ambassador of God’s good heart, who shows others what’s possible in 
relationship with God. 
 
I belong in my heavenly and earthly Family, and I bring that belonging to others. 
 
I am an explorer, who discovers new things – to become and to share with others. 
 
I am His Daughter, whom creation longs for, who brings restoration to all things on 
earth. 
 
 


